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Tranny Madness in U.S. Military Expands With Updated
Rules
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Joe Biden opened his madcap assault on the
U.S. military when he appointed a cross-
dressing man to run the Defense
Department’s transition team.

It worsened when he OK’d “transgenders” in
the foxhole, and when his Pentagon
underlings handed down rules on how to
“treat” tranny “soldiers.” Those rules
include forcing women to shower with
tranny men.

But now, Biden is “quietly” expanding those
crazy, morale-wrecking policies, a recently
released report says.

Prediction: By the time Biden gets finished, the military will be, too.

DoD quietly expands woke transgender policies.

Commanders, doctors and nurses, chaplains, and personnel at all levels must comply or
suffer career penalties if they don’t.

Some will courageously walk through the 'penalties' door.https://t.co/oCDktvRr3K

— American Logistics Association (@ALA_National_HQ) February 25, 2023

Six Big Changes

The report from the Center for Military Readiness disclosed that Biden’s Pentagon has altered policy in
six ways in an updated “instruction”:

1. Changes official DoD vocabulary to reflect transgender ideology;

2. Specifically involves the military service academies and ROTC (contract) programs;

3. Holds commanders directly responsible for all alleged “biases against transgender
individuals;”

4. Allows cross-dressing and other “transitioning” behaviors on-base as well as off-base;

5. Allows “de-transition” procedures if treatments do not resolve gender dysphoria; and

6. Restricts collection and disclosure of data on “incidents of harmful behaviors” involving
sexual

orientation and transgender persons, even for legislative purposes. 
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As to the ridiculous vocabulary change, CMR’s report says, “the DoD Instruction rests on the false
premise that a different ‘gender role,’ if recognized by a bureaucratic change in a person’s ‘gender
marker,’ is the same as or equivalent to a change in biological sex. Therefore, a man claiming to be a
woman must be treated as a woman, and vice versa.”

A person cannot change his sex, but anyway, the report warns, military personnel who do not comply
with the preposterous policy will be punished. That includes chaplains.

As well, a person who is confused about his “gender” cannot seek a second opinion. “A self-diagnosis of
gender dysphoria permits only one course of treatment, moving toward ‘transition,’” the report avers.

Biden is also extending his tranny policies to ROTC and the U.S. military academies. That means, of
course, that men pretending to be women will compete with women’s sports, just as they are at non-
military colleges.

If all that isn’t disturbing enough, officers will be responsible for policing and punishing “anti-trans”
behavior. They must also enforce the insane rule that requires women to shower with men who pretend
to be women.

Not surprisingly, “the DoD Instruction does not mention or call for protection of rights of religious
liberty for chaplains and people of faith who object to transgender ideology on moral grounds,” the
report reveals:

Nor does the directive provide any options for doctors, nurses, and other medical personnel
who do not want to participate in transgender treatments that violate personal convictions
or medical ethics.

Cross Dress on Duty? Sure

Perhaps most frightening is that Biden will permit trannies to act out on base.

“Apparently for the first time, the December 2022 revision … specifically authorizes on-duty, on-base
‘real life experience’ (RLE) options for persons who are preparing to transition,” the report says:

During RLE, “the individual begins living socially in the gender role consistent with their
self-identified gender.… RLE generally encompasses dressing in the new gender, as well as
using self-identified gender berthing, bathroom, and shower facilities.” 

Aside from destroying the morale of every normal man or woman in the services, drag queen shows and
story hours will surely increase.

“Whether intended or not, this significant change also could increase cross-dressing performers (drag
queens, who are not necessarily transgender), performing on military bases,” the report avers:

Enthusiastic promotions of LGBT Pride Month celebrations in June have expanded to nearly
year-round sexualized events, including hyper-sexual drag queens performing “family
friendly” story hours for the children of military parents.

And when trannies get in trouble, well, those “incidents of harmful behaviors” cannot be reported
publicly because “a certificate of confidentiality prohibits disclosing or providing information created or
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compiled for purposes of research in any Federal, State, or local civil, criminal, administrative,
legislative, or other proceeding.”

So neither Congress nor the public will receive information, apart from whistleblowers, about harmful
behavior among trannies that adversely affect the military.

One of His First Orders

Wrecking the military by recruiting mentally ill freaks and weirdos was one of Biden’s top priorities.
After he “won” the 2020 presidential election, he hired a retired Navy commander who pretends he is a
woman to run the Defense Department’s transition.

Then came the order everyone feared: Trannies will be recruited and serve.

In a ludicrous statement that only a mental defective could believe, Biden claimed that “there is
substantial evidence that allowing transgender individuals to serve in the military does not have any
meaningful negative impact on the Armed Forces,” and “that enabling transgender individuals to serve
openly in the United States military would have only a minimal impact on military readiness and
healthcare costs.”

Exclusive: Nellis Air Force Base Hosts ‘First-Ever‘ Drag Queen Show

w/assist from @BravoKiloActualhttps://t.co/zbLwTCuGCL via @BreitbartNews

— Kristina Wong �� (@kristina_wong) June 21, 2021

Trannies everywhere got the message: It’s party time in the military. And so in June, 2021, Nellis Air
Force Base hosted a drag queen show.

In March last year, Biden’s Pentagon handed down rules on how to treat the trannies. There followed in
July another shocking mandate: Women will shower with men who pretend to be women and men who
believe they are women because they are mentally ill.

Then came the inevitable: a drag queen story hour planned at Ramstein Air Force Base in Germany.
Officials canceled it after the Post Millennial publicized it, but not because it would have permitted
perverts to groom children.

Rather, the notice for the event was posted to the base library’s Facebook page without permission.

Presumably, had the groomers received permission, the grooming show would have gone on.

Ramstein Air Force Base is holding a Drag Queen Story Time for kids.
https://t.co/LdTpzmqqXT

— The Post Millennial (@TPostMillennial) May 25, 2022

H/T: Legal Insurrection
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